Singapore Music Tour 4 July 2020
Including a Combined Schools Concert at The National University of Singapore
This program’s main focus is on the exchange between the Singapore and Australian
schools. Apart from school visits, in-depth music and cultural exchanges are further
facilitated with joint performances with local schools that will be held in the National
University Concert Hall. It also provides a Multi-Cultural Program which allows
students to learn and gain a deeper understanding of Singapore’s multi-faceted
society which gives it a vibrant and diverse culture.

Proposed Itinerary
Day One

Kieran M Hurley
Director of Music
Guildford Grammar School (WA)

• Depart Australia • Arrive Singapore • Transfer to your hotel• Hotel Check-in

Day Two

• Breakfast in Hotel • Gardens By the Bay • Lunch in Food Court • Back to Hotel
• Depart to School • Interaction and Performance Rehearsal

Day Three

• Breakfast in Hotel • Depart to School • Master Class / Performance Rehearsal
• Lunch in School • Interaction and Performance Rehearsal

Day Four

• Breakfast in Hotel • Lunch • Kingston International School Multi-Cultural Programme
• Singapore Zoo • Plaza Singapura • Back to Hotel

Day Five

• Breakfast in Hotel • Performance Rehearsal • Packed Lunch • Performance Rehearsal
• Packed Dinner • Concert (Yong Siew Toh Conservatory of Music at the National
University of Singapore)

Day Six

• Breakfast in Hotel • Universal Studios Sentosa • Dinner in Arches Songs of the Sea

Day Seven

• Breakfast in Hotel • Hotel Check-Out • VivoCity Shopping Mall • Collection
of Luggage Back to Hotel • Depart Singapore Changi Airport

Since 1996
Morcombe
Travel has been
planning
and booking
school tours.

The tour included trips to the Gardens by the
Bay, Sentosa Island, Universal Studios as well as
plenty of time for exploring Singapore via
markets and eateries.
The concert itself was brilliant. It was a great
venue in which to perform, and gave us a
chance to listen and learn from all the other
ensembles, before joining together with our
partner school to perform some items together.
This was not only the first time that many of our
students had been overseas, but also the first
time that most of our Indigenous Students had
been ‘off country’. Morcombe Travel did
everything that they could to make all students,
staff and parents feel comfortable and enabled
us to have an amazing tour.
I thoroughly recommend that you do this tour!

The Concert Hall - At the Conservatory of Music at the National University of Singapore
The 600 seat concert hall is purpose-built for classical music performances, and is an ideal venue for chamber music as well
as for symphony orchestra concerts. The narrower width of the seating area in the stalls creates an intimate feel, which opens up
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